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INTRODUCTION
1.1

Preamble

1. This report represents the Annual Environmental Monitoring Report (AEMR) for SEISMIC
SAFATY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM (SSIP).
2. The report was prepared by ATDF’s environmental safeguard specialist in the frame of
annual monitoring reporting to ADB and represents the 4th AEMR for the Program.
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2

PROJECT DESCRIPTION AND CURRENT ACTIVITIES
2.1

Program Description

3. The SSIP will support the implementation of National Strategy for Disaster Risk Reduction
by (i) improving school seismic safety to reduce casualties and damages in schools during
earthquakes, and (ii) enabling better use of school buildings as shelters for the general
public and as focal points for emergency response after earthquakes.
4. The Program supports the objective of equitable and sustainable urban development under
the results framework of ADB’s country partnership strategy for Armenia, 2014–2018.1
5. The Loan 3284-ARM for the SSIP was approved on 22 September 2015 and became
effective on 22 December 2015. The physical closing date is November 2023.
6. The Ministry of Territorial Administration and Development renamed to Ministry of Territorial
Administration and Infrastructure (MoTAI) in 2019 is the executing agency, and the
Armenian Territorial Development Fund (ATDF) is the program implementing agency. The
ATDF Board will serve as the program steering committee to oversee the program
implementation. It will set the policy guidelines and strategic direction for the program. A
focal unit for the program is established in ATDF to monitor and report on progress in
attaining DLIs.
7. The program has been classified as ADB’s category “B” for environment. Every project to be
included in the Program is screened to confirm its environment category based on School
selection screening checklist to ensure that any activities, which could fall under ADB’s "A”category, are excluded from the Program.

2.2

Program Contracts and Management

8. The organizations and main contractors involved in the Program and their contact details
are presented in Table 2-1.
9. At the design phase of school buildings, ATDF’s environmental safeguard specialist worked
with the designers’ environmental specialists (see names in Table 2-1) on the preparation of
preliminary assessment application reports (PAAR) for each school design. ATDF monitored
1

Country Partnership Strategy: Armenia, 2014–2018. ADB. 2015. Manila.
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and provided recommendations on all the documents and procedures required for
environmental state expertise to ensure timely implementation of an environmental-related
component of the Program.
10. PAARs were prepared for the schools with a construction area of more than 1500 sq m as
this type of activities according to the RA law on “Environmental Impact Assessment and
Expertise” of July, 2014 require environmental state expertise and positive environmental
conclusion from the Ministry of Environment (MoE). All the designs of schools requiring
environmental state expertise were received positive conclusions from the MoE.
11. The environmental management plans (EMP) for each school design were developed by the
ATDF‘s environmental safeguard specialist. The EMPs were attached to PAAR, as well as
were enclosed in the bidding documents for civil works. Daily monitoring of safeguards
implementation was carried out by technical supervision consultant (TSC) and construction
site manager who were permanently present on-site.
12. At the construction phase of schools, ATDF’s environmental specialists conducted visits to
the schools’ construction sites. During the site visits, non-compliances with EMPs were
communicated with the construction personnel and technical supervision consultant.
13. Requests2 for corrective actions were communicated to contractors and technical
supervision consultants (TSC) by the ATDF through emails and formal written letters.

2

See about the request of corrective action in paragraph 22.
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Table 2-1. Program main contractors in 2021 and their contact details.

Contractor

Representative

E-mail

Program
activity

JV of “Mara ev Dustrer” LLC &
“Engineering Evros” LLC
JV of “Mara ev Dustrer” LLC &
“Engineering Evros” LLC
“Glomma” LLC

M. Husnyan, A. Poghosyan
Architect-designers
A. Grigoryan
Environmental specialist
A. Gabrielyan
Environmental specialist
V. Hovakimyan
Construction contractor
Q. Sahakyan
Environmental specialist
V. Sargsyan
Architect-designer
A. Araqelyan
Architect-designer

maraevdustrer@gmail.com

Design

maraevdustrer@gmail.com

Design

arpi.gabrielyan@gmail.com

Design

hgsn@arminco.com

Design

eco-peace@rambler.ru

Design

nomproject@gmail.com

Design

armshinltd@mail.ru

Design

V. Tevosyan
Environmental specialist
Y. Aghbalyan
Technical supervision consultant
V. Araqelyan
Technical supervision consultant
G. Veranyan
Environmental specialist
P. Hakobyan
Construction contractor
A. Budaghyan
Construction contractor
G. Karabaghtsyan
Construction contractor
G. Vardanyan

vtevosyan@gmail.com

Design

gasparann@yahoo.com

info@arpa-sevan.am

Technical
supervision
Technical
supervision
Technical
supervision
Construction

vararakn@mail.ru

Construction

ghnew@mail.ru

Construction

bshin@mail.ru

Construction

“HGSN” LLC
“HGSN” LLC
“Nom Proekt” LLC
“ArmStroy” LLC
“ArmStroy” LLC
“Durgabshin” LLC
“Husali Kamar” LLC
“Husali Kamar” LLC
"Arpa-Sevan" OJSC
“Vararakn” CJSC
“Gharabaghtsyan-Shin” LLC
“Bagramyanshin” OJSC
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husali-kamar@mail.ru
g.v.91@bk.ru
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“Agat 777” LLC
“Hydroenshin” LLC
“Bazalt-M” LLC
JV of “Europe” LLC & “Bedeck”
LLC
“Goharik” LLC
“Snart” LLC
“Bedeck” LLC
“Arhovshin” LLC
“Gevorgyan and Nersisyan” LLC

Construction contractor
D. Esayan
Construction contractor
V. Vardanyan
Construction contractor
G. Hovakimyan
Construction contractor
H. Papoyan
Construction contractor
S. Khachatryan
Construction contractor
M. Tamamyan
Construction contractor
G. Avetisyan
Construction contractor
M. Grigoryan
Construction contractor
E. Gevorgyan
Construction contractor

7

agat-777llc@mail.ru

Construction

hydroshin@mail.ru

Construction

info@bazalt-m.am

Construction

info@europellc.am

Construction

goharikspy@rambler.ru

Construction

snart-ltd@mail.ru

Construction

bedeck.llc@mail.ru

Construction

grigoryan.aramayis@inbox.ru

Construction

gevorgyan.nersisyan@mail.ru

Construction
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2.3

Project Activities during Current Reporting Period

14. The summary table of Program construction activities in 2021 is introduced in Table 2-2
below. Overall, the construction activities of 19 schools were in process in the reporting
year, from which 9 and 6 schools3 construction were launched respectively in 2021 and
2020 while 4 schools constructions were in progress since 2019.

Table 2-2. Name of projects and status of construction works in 2021.
No

School Name

1.

Stepanavan No 3 school

2.

Yerevan No 51 school

3.

Yeghegnadzor No 2 school

4.

“Heratsi” high school

5.

Yerevan No 6 school

6.

Yerevan No 95 school

7.

Ptghunq secondary school

8.

Yerevan No 18 school

9.

Yerevan No 116 school

10. Yerevan No 122 school
11. Ohanavan school
12. Geghovit secondary
school
13. Hovtashat secondary
school
14. Gandzaqar secondary
school
15. Alaverdi No 2 school
16. Artik No 2 school

3
4

Site Location

Stepanavan Municipality
Lori Marz
Yerevan Municipality

Ongoing

Start of
construction
(mm/dd/yy)
04/05/2019

Finished4

07/29/2019

Yeghegnadzor Municipality
Vayots Dzor Marz

Ongoing

08/23/2019

Ongoing

11/08/2019

Ongoing

04/08/2020

Ongoing

08/17/2020

Ongoing

09/30/2020

Ongoing

10/22/2020

Ongoing

10/26/2020

Ongoing

11/30/2020

Ongoing

01/11/2021

Ongoing

01/15/2021

Ongoing

08/19/2021

Ongoing

08/24/2021

Ongoing

09/7/2021

Ongoing

09/27/2021

Yerevan Municipality
Yerevan Municipality
Yerevan Municipality
Ptghunq community,
Armavir Marz
Yerevan Municipality
Yerevan Municipality
Yerevan Municipality
Ohanavan community
Aragatsotn Marz
Geghovit community
Gegharqunik Marz
Hovtashat community
Ararat Marz
Gandzaqar community
Tavush Marz
Alaverdi community,
Lori Marz
Artik community,
Shirak Marz

See the names of schools in Table 2-2.
Construction activities of Yerevan No 51 school were finished in April, 2021.
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Status of
construction
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17. Yerevan No 15 educational
complex after H. Kojoyan
18. Hrazdan No 2 school
19. Vanadzor No 19 school

2.4

Yerevan Municipality

Ongoing

10/15/2021

Hrazdan community,
Kotayq Marz
Vanadzor community,
Lori Marz

Ongoing

12/09/2021

Ongoing

12/13/2021

Description of Any Changes to Project Design

15. The design of Stepanavan No 3 school was under change in 2020 because of unexpected
geological issues. Construction works of school were restarted in 2021 after structural
changes in the school design which did not raise environmental risks and impacts.
16. No other changes in the designs of schools were made in the reporting year that may raise
environmental issues.
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3

ENVIRONMENTAL SAFEGUARD ACTIVITIES
3.1

General Description of Environmental Safeguard Activities

17. The implementation of environmental and social safeguards was monitored by the ATDF’s
environmental safeguard specialist through monthly site visits due to the small volume of
construction activities at the beginning and the end of 2021 (January, February, December)
and through twice in a month visits throughout the rest of the year.
18. RoA government decree No 1514-N of September 11, 2020 on “Establishing quarantine
regime due to COVID-19”5 was in place in 2021. Consequently, COVID19 action plan6 on
providing workers with safe and healthy working conditions in project workplaces as a
standard part of EMP was included in: (a) Projects with awarded contracts and (b) Projects
with contracts yet to be awarded. The COVID19 action plan covers health and safety plan
(HSP) and emergency response plan (ERP), as well as the monitoring checklist was
developed to follow up COVID19 preventive measures compliance on project sites.
19. The non-conformances with EMPs detected on-sites were recorded in the monitoring
checklist, the format7 of which is set up by the EARF document prepared for the SSIP. Nonconformances with the EMPs detected on sites and required corrective actions to address
the issues were communicated both with the contractors’ and TSC’s personnel. Minor issues
were corrected immediately by the workers on-sites, while other findings were registered in
the environmental non-conformances and issues tracking system8.
20. ATDF sent written corrective action request to the contractors’ and TSCs’ representatives.
The written requests describe the non-conformances on-sites, plan of corrective actions and
deadlines set-up to address the issues.
21. In the frame of ADB’s mission, project sites visits were conducted in March, September and
October of 2021. The ADB’s missions were conducted by T. Oganazov - National
environmental consultant, G. Mousaelyan - Senior Project Officer, A. Sargsyan - Project
Analyst. ADB findings of mission were communicated to ATDF, and the ATDF followed the
actions as described in para 20.

5

See Decree No 1514-N at: https://www.arlis.am/DocumentView.aspx?docid=158250

6 See

the COVID19 action plan in Annex 7.3 of this report. Action plan was developed in 2020 reporting period.
See the format of safeguards monitoring checklist for the case of Yerevan No 6 school site in Annex 7.3.
8 See the environmental issues tracking excel workbook in Annex 3 of Manual for Monitoring of Environmental
Safeguards implementation. The role of the Project Implementation Unit (PIU). July 2018.
7
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22. The issues detected during school sites visits and recommendations provided by ADB are
listed in table 3-1. The status of implementation of listed non-conformances is presented in
Annex 7.1. Issues were mainly or partially addressed on-sites. However, the issues related
to implementation of health and safety provisions, and sites arrangements safeguards carry
reoccurring nature on-sites.

Table 3-1 Non-conformances detected on sites by ADB.
Name of school/
Contractor;
Date of visit
(mm/dd/yyyy)
Yerevan No 95 school/
“Snart” LLC;
03/19/2021

Yeghegnadzor No 1
school/
JV of “Europe” LLC &
“Bedeck” LLC;
03/19/2021

Yerevan No 122 school/
“Bagramyanshin” OJSC;
03/23/2021

Ohanavan school/
“Bedeck” LLC;

Main issues and Recommendations

a) The construction site was mainly clean, the bins for garbage were installed;
nevertheless, some amount of domestic waste and construction debris remains
(stones, pieces of concrete) were presented on-site and under the fence at the
former main entrance (under the trees).
b) The pool for concrete washout was established but some amount of concrete
washout discharge was observed on the construction site. Additional training of
all the staff on the clean working methods and keeping the sites clean from litter
and garbage, as well as the drivers on proper discharge of concrete wash out
water needed.
c) The fittings with sharp edges were protruded from the concrete foundation and
could cause falls or injury to workers passing along the route All protruded
fittings should be cut or protected by protection "caps".
d) It was observed that the camp refueling facility is not being appropriately
managed. The secondary containment with 110% of the capacity of the fuel tank
should be installed; the traces of oil leakage were monitored. The area near the
refueling facility should be covered by a waterproof layer and sand, as well as
provided by fire-fighting facilities.
a) The construction site was not clean, and routes were difficult to pass due to rainy
weather and a lot of mud. All routes included routes for car entrance should be
covered by gravel.
b) The staff including managing staff was not wearing proper PPE.
c) The fittings with sharp edges were protruded from the concrete foundation. All
protrude fittings should be cut or protected by protection “caps”.
d) Works on height were not implemented during the visit, nevertheless, proper
back railed scaffolding should be constructed. The working surface of the
scaffolding should be provided with 1-meter-high handrails.
e) The pool for concrete washout was established, but some amount of concrete
washout discharge was observed on the construction site. Additional training of
all the staff on the clean working methods and keeping the sites clean from litter
and garbage, as well as the drivers on proper discharge of concrete wash out
water needed.
f) It was observed that the camp refueling facility is not being appropriately
managed. The secondary containment with 110% of the capacity of the fuel tank
should be installed, the traces of oil leakage ware mentioned. The area near the
refueling facility should be covered by a waterproof layer and sand, as well as
provided by fire-fighting facilities.
g) Protective measures on the staircase and facade opening were missing.
a) During the visit some of the trenches and pits were open. All pits and trenches
should be fenced and closed by a safety fence.
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03/23/2021
“Heratsi” high school/
“Hydroenshin” LLC;
09/27/2021

Geghhovit secondary
school/ “Vararakn” CJSC;
09/08/021

Yerevan School No 18/
“Goharik” LLC;
09/08/2021
Ohanavan School/
“Bedeck” LLC;
09/08/2021

Yerevan No 6 school/
“GharabaghcyanShin”
LLC;
09/08/2021
Stepanavan No 3school/
"Arpa-Sevan" OJSC;

a) The entrance to the construction site was closed by fence, but the fencing
between “Heratsi” high school and nearby college was removed, and the
entrance to construction site for unauthorized persons was open.
b) The trenches and pits were fenced by a safety fence, but the elevator shaft, leaf
cells and wall openings was not properly closed/fenced.
c) All workers, wearing proper PPE, nevertheless, one of the workers cut metal
pipe works without glasses and mask.
d) The construction site was dirty: domestic waste and construction debris remains
(wood, stones, pieces of concrete) were presented on-site. The bins for garbage
were installed, but the quantity is not enough. Additional training of all the staff
on the clean working methods and keeping the sites clean from litter and
garbage, as well as the drivers on proper discharge of concrete wash out water
needed.
e) The tree trunks in the school yard are littered with construction and unsuitable
materials. The construction and unsuitable materials should be removed to the
approved proper area and tree trunks should be opened.
f) The construction site was not watered during the visit.
g) The construction site area was fenced by a solid fence; nevertheless, some part
of it was absent.
h) The pool for concrete washout was not established, and some amount of
concrete washout discharge was observed on the construction site. Additional
training of all the staff on the clean working methods and keeping the sites clean
from litter and garbage, as well as the drivers on proper discharge of concrete
washout water needed.
a) Some amount of unsuitable subsoil was accumulated very close to the nearby
building. According to the construction site manager the subsoil will be removed
till the end of the day.
a) During the visit some of the trenches and pits were open. All pits and trenches
should be fenced and closed by a safety fence.
b) The entrance to the construction site was closed by a metallic fence and entrance
for unauthorized persons was prohibited. Nevertheless, the plastic film stretched
over the fence was mainly damaged and should be reconstructed.
c) The elevator shaft, leaf cells, and wall openings were not properly enclosed or
fenced
d) The construction site was messy, the bins for garbage on the places where
construction works are implemented were not installed.
e) Amount of concrete washout discharge was observed on the construction site,
the pool for concrete washout was not established.
f) The fittings with sharp edges were protruded from the concrete foundation. All
protrude fittings should be cut or protected by protection "caps".
g) Works on height were not implemented during the visit. The contractor was
reminded to use proper back railed scaffolding and wears safety belts during
works on height.
a) The fittings with sharp edges were protruded from the concrete basement and
could cause falls or injury to workers passing along the route.

a) The drainage trench in front of the concrete batching plant was not properly
fenced

10/21/2021
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Ptghunq school/
“Goharik” LLC;
10/21/2021

a) The entrance to the construction site was not properly fenced and entrance for
unauthorized persons was not prohibited. In close proximity from the
construction site situated the private houses. The solid fencing between the
construction site and private houses area was not installed, which leads to the
entrance and appearance on the construction site unauthorized persons and kids.
Kids' toys were observed on the construction site during the visit. To prevent the
entrance of unauthorized persons.
b) The construction site was messy, the bins for garbage on the places where
construction works are implemented were not installed.
c) Amount of concrete washout discharge was observed on the construction site,
the pool for concrete washout was not established.
d) The fittings with sharp edges were protruded from the concrete foundation. All
protrude fittings should be cut or protected by protection "caps".
e) The construction site area was not watered during the visit. The Contractor was
requested to increase watering frequency based on weather condition to avoid
the dust spreading.
f) Works on height were not implemented during the visit. The contractor was
reminded to use proper back-railed scaffolding and wear safety belts during
works on height.
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4

RESULTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING

4.1

Overview of Monitoring Measurements Conducted During Current
Period

23. In the scope of the program, from the cost-effectiveness perspective the monitoring
measurements of environmental parameters on dust, water, noise and vibration shall
be implemented depending on project specific characteristics: proximity to water
bodies, to sensitive receptors, as well as depending on complaints raised by APs9.
24. As specified in para 23, sensitive receptors, such as water bodies in proximity of the

projects are not identified, as the projects are implemented in the developed urban
environment and are classified as the ADB “B” category for the environment;
complaints10 raised by the APs during reporting period did not have sufficient basis
for conducting measurements of environmental parameters, ,as well as no violations
of dust, noise and vibration levels were observed during the site monitoring visits
conducted by the ATDF.

4.2

Overview of Monitoring Non-conformances during Current Period

25. During the reporting period, the compliance rate with mitigation measures on
construction sites defined in EMPs was above 80 percent according to ADB’s format
on the assessment of mitigation measures11.
26. The entire list of non-conformances registered in 2021 is provided in Annex 7.1, and
the issues detected on school construction sites can be grouped as following:
a) Construction site cleanliness and waste management Issues;
b) Safety provisions issues, in particular, safety barriers implementation on
scaffoldings and facade openings, around newly built staircases, during works on
heights, etc.;
9

Environmental Assessment and Review Framework. ADB. July 2015.
See complaints list in table 5.1. The complaint on Yerevan No 122 school construction was closed after the ATDF’s
discussion with the complainant and investigation on the building location from the construction site.
11 See the checklist format in Annex 7.3 of this report.
10
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c) Construction site arrangement issues, in particular, issues related to the site
temporary fencing, entrance gates and lightings installation, storage of construction
and waste material, drainage removal, etc.;
d) PPE usage issues, in particular, during uninformed monitoring visits workers did
not wear helmets or protective glasses in some sites, although in most cases workers
had PPEs with.
27. In the reporting year, overall 49 non-conformances were detected in the school
construction sites. The summary table on the current status of issues as of January
25, 2022 is presented in Table 4-1.
Table 4-1 Summary of Issues Tracking Activity for 2021.
Summary Table
Total Number of Issues in 2021
Number of Open Issues

49
0

Number of Closed Issues
Number of Partially Closed Issues

34
15

28. The issues per category are presented in Table 4-2 below. Accordingly, in the
reporting year, the majority of issues detected on sites were related to the
implementation of safety provisions (29 cases), followed by environmental nonconformances (19 cases) and one issue classifies as other12.
Table 4-2 Issues by Category
Environment

19

Social

0

Health

0

Safety

29

Other

1

29. All 49 non-conformances detected on school construction sites during reporting year
by their level of impacts were classified as minor13.

12
13

See Annex 7.1, point 29, issue related to unsuitable subsoil accumulation close to the nearby building.
The level of non-conformance is classified as major, minor or N/A according to the environmental issues tracking
excel workbook of Annex 3, see footnote 7.
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4.3

Unanticipated Environmental Impacts or Risks

30. Asbestos slates were discovered during Gandzaqar school's old buildings
dismantling activities. The old school buildings' asbestos roof was replaced with
metallic sheets but some of the asbestos slates were kept in the attic of the school
which was discovered during dismantling activities.
31. No other unanticipated environmental impacts or risks did occur during the reporting
period.

4.4

Waste Management

32. Dismantling activities of old school buildings and generated waste or secondary

material management was conducted in accordance with the RA government
Decree Nօ 87-A of February 6, 2019 on “Gratuitous transfer of the property with the
right of ownership and the organization of demolition (dismantling) works”14.

4.4.1

Current Period

33. As specified in para 30, hazardous waste of asbestos slates and debris of about 200
kg was generated in Gandzaqar school construction site. The guideline15 on safely
handling and storing of asbestos waste was provided to constructor contractor. The
asbestos waste disposal and burial activities16 were implemented in January, 2022.
34. In the frame of sustainable management of construction waste streams, metal scrap
generated from the welding activities was separated on sites with the purpose of
recycling and reusing in construction activities not related to SSIP.
35. The construction waste generated from dismantling activities was not included in the

projects costs17. The contractors were obligated to sort out the reusable materials

14

See Decree Nօ 87-A at http://www.irtek.am/views/act.aspx?aid=98264
For the guideline provisions developed refer: Power Sector Rehabilitation Project (No 44198-KGZ) Supplementary Initial Environmental Examination, ADB. February 2019.
16 See Annex 7.5 for guideline on Asbestos waste management.
17 The construction waste/reusable material from the dismantling works has been given to the construction firm free of
charge according to Decree Nօ 87-A, therefore the contractors do not provide the volumes of such type of
waste/reusable material to the ATDF throughout SSIP.
15
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(metal, wood, tubes, etc.) and utilize them in activities not related to SSIP according
to EMP requirements.
36. The construction waste generated at the school sites located in Yerevan were

removed to construction waste disposal according to the agreement between
constructor contractor and waste disposal firm to Yerevan “Nubarashen” municipal
dumpsite.
37. Construction waste generated from the project activities in the communities was

transferred and disposed in community dumpsite according to community head
reference provided.

4.5
4.5.1

Health and Safety

Community Health and Safety

38. No incidents/accidents occurred in the reporting year which raised community health

and safety issues.

4.5.2

Worker Safety and Health

39. No incidents/accident occurred and introduced to the ATDF by the construction firms
in 2021.

4.6

Training

40. Due to coronavirus disease situation in RoA, no training was conducted on
safeguards implementation, although training was planned in September, 2021
according to action plan developed.
41. Training for technical staff of the ATDF and Technical Supervision staff took place
on January 25 and 27, 2021 in ATDF premises via Zoom conference. The training
sessions were devoted to the technical requirements of the seismically safe
construction, as well as Occupational Health and Safety issues on construction sites.
The training session on Health and Safety issues was conducted by T. Oganezov,
17
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ADB National Environmental consultant. The training session was attended by 23
participants.
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5

GOOD PRACTICE AND OPPORTUNITY FOR IMPROVEMENT
5.1

Good Practice

42. 9 trees present in the Gandzaqar school territory and 3 trees in Yerevan No 122
school territory were successfully replanted in the late autumn of 2021. The
replanted vegetation shows viability during site monitoring visits.
43. A stork nest present on the roof of Hovtashat school old building was transferred and
reinstalled on the roof of building envisaged to strengthen.
44. Asbestos related waste was successfully handled, transferred and storage in
Gandaqar community dumpsite following the guideline provided

Trees envisaged to replant in Ganzaqar school
territory.

The stork nest on the roof of old school building.

The dug hole for
tree root ball replanting in Gandzaqar school site.

Reinstalled stork nest on the roof of school building.
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Asbestos debris discovered in Gandzaqar school old
building roof.

The tree to be replanted in Yerevan No 122 school
territory.

5.2

Burring of asbestos waste on Gandzaqar community
dumpsite.

Replanting of trees in Yerevan No 122 school
territory.

Opportunities for Improvement

45. Training/workshop of constructor and technical supervision personal on health and
safety requirements will enhance the culture of HSE implementation during civil
works of upcoming projects, as well as the ATDF will use the experience gained
over SSI Program process to improve safeguards performance of upcoming
projects.
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5.3

Summary of GRM

The grievances received in 2021 are summarized in table 5-1 below.

Table 5-1 Summary of GRM for 2021.

Date of
complaint
(mm.dd.yyyy)
02/28/2021

Complainant
Name
Gevorg
Vardanyanresident living
next to
Yerevan No
122 school

Complaint
Received
by
H.
GalstyanProgram
Coordinator,
ATDF

Place
Yerevan
No 122
School

Method of
Complaint
e.g.
verbal,
letter,
email
By phone

Date Closed
Main
Issue

Summary of
Complaint

Private
property

The resident
had fear that
excavation
works of the
school
foundation
could impact
the
residential
building.
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Action/Passed to

Status

(mm.dd.yyyy)

During the visit, it
was revealed that
the residential
building located at
Arzumanyan str.
10 address has 4th
degree of
emergency.
However, the
building was
located about 200
m distance from
the construction
site and on the
opposite side of
the street,
therefore, it was
less likely that the
building can be
impacted by
construction
activities. It was
suggested to put
monitoring papers
on the cracks of
the walls in
complaint‘s
apartment which
was rejected,

Closed

03/05//2021
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signing a protocol
on the
meeting/discussion
was rejected by
the complainer,as
well
08.20.2020

A.
MovsisyanResidant
living next to
No 6 school
in Yerevan

H.
GalstyanProgram
Coordinator,
ATDF

Yerevan
No 6
school

By phone

Private
property
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The entrance
of the garage
which is
located within
school
administrative
boundaries
may be
blocked
during the
construction
works.

The existing
entrance will be
closed and new
one will be built
with the
entrance in the
parallel street. The
expenses of
activities will be
covered by the
Program.

In
progress
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6

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
6.1

Summary

46. In 2021, construction activities of 19 schools were in progress out of which 9 schools
constructions were launched in the reporting year and construction activities of Yerevan No
51 school was completed in April 2021.
47. Overall 49 non-conformances with EMP’s were registered on-site both during ADB’s mission
and ATDFs site visits. Out of 49 issues 19 were related to environmental non-conformances
and 29 issues related to the implementation of safety safeguards, and one issue was
classified as other. However, by the level of impact, all the issues carry minor nature and
were addressed or partially resolved at the time of reporting.
48. No health and safety accident/incident was occurred during the reporting year.
49. Two complaints were received and in progress in 2021. .
50. The good practice of trees replanting, stork nest transfer and reinstallation, and unexpected
event of asbestos waste management was demonstrated throughout the SSI Program
implementation in 2021.

6.2

Recommendations

51. Training/workshop on EHS risks and related mitigations with an emphasis on SSIP
peculiarities is recommended.
52. The action plan for 2022 reporting period is presented in Table 6-1below.
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Table 6-1 Action plan for 2022
No
1

4

6

7
8

10

11

12

Action

Time frame

Monitoring visits to school construction sites Januaryand
supervision
of
safeguards December
implementation and reporting.
Workshop
and
discussion
on
EHS Januarysafeguards implementation with each December
tendered
construction-contractor
and
technical supervising consultant at the
initiation phase of civil works.
Consultancy to the SSIP involved designers Januaryon the procedures of environmental state December
expertise, including reviewing and providing
recommendations on documents and
reports.
Developing EMPs in parallel with the Januarypreparation of schools’ designs.
December
Public consultations with APs and program Januaryinvolved stakeholders on the design in the December
school designing phase and in the frame of
state environmental expertise.

Other routine activities, such as monitoring of
non-conformances
detected
on-sites,
providing corrective action plans, and
following-up of implementation of corrective
action request.
Post-construction audit of finished projects.

JanuaryDecember

Annual monitoring reporting to ADB on
safeguards implementation in 2021.

JanuaryFebruary,
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JanuaryDecember

Responsible
entity
ATDF

ATDF

ATDF,
Designing
contractors

ATDF
ATDF,
Designing
contractor,
Community
administrative
office,
EIEC SNCO of
MoE
ATDF,
Constructing
contractors,
School
community
ATDF,
School
community
ATDF
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Prepared by the Armenian Territorial Development Fund
Yerevan, Republic of Armenia
For the Asian Development Bank
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7

ANNEX
7.1

Summary of NCs detected on construction sites in 2021.

No

Site Name

1.

Yerevan No 95
school

2.

Yerevan No 95
school

Date of visit
(mm /dd /yyyy)
03/19/2021

Description of Issue

Corrective action implemented

Statues of issue

The construction site was mainly
clean, the bins for garbage were
installed nevertheless, some amount
of domestic waste and construction
debris remains (stones, pieces of
concrete) were presented on-site and
under the fence at the former main
entrance (under the trees).

Cleaning of the area between the temporary
fence and public trees zone.

Closed

03/19/2021

The pool for concrete washout was
established, but some amount of
concrete washout discharge was
observed on the construction site.
Additional training of all the staff on
the clean working methods and
keeping the sites clean from litter and
garbage, as well as the drivers on
proper discharge of concrete wash
out water needed.

Implementation of lining of concrete washout
pit.
The drivers were instructed by the foreman
on discharging concrete washout into the
temporary pit.

Closed
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3.

Yerevan No 95
school

03/19/2021

The fittings with sharp edges were
protruded
from
the
concrete
foundation. All protruded fittings
should be cut or protected by
protection "caps".

Cuttings of protruded fittings.

Closed

4.

Yerevan No 95
school

03/19/2021

Works on height were not
implemented during the visit,
nevertheless, proper back railed
scaffolding should be constructed.
The working surface of the
scaffolding should be provided with
1-meter-high handrails.

Installation of handrails on scaffolding.
During the site visit it was discussed with the
site foreman that scaffoldings installed
regarding safety need to be further improved.

Partially Closed

5.

Yerevan No 95
school

03/19/2021

It was observed that the camp
refuelling facility is not appropriately
managed.
The
secondary
containment with 110% of capacity

Implementation of secondary concrete
capacity and sand cover under refuelling
facility.

Closed
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of the fuel tank should be installed;
the traces of oil leakage were
detected on the site. The refuelling
facility should be covered by a
waterproof layer and sand, as well as
should be provided by fire-fighting
facilities.
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6.

Yeghegnadzor
No 1 school

03/19/2021

The construction site was not clean,
and routes were difficult to pass due
to rainy weather and lots of mud. All
routes including routes for car
entrance should be covered by
gravel.

Levelling of muddy and wet ground on-site
and covering some routes with gravel layer.

Closed

7.

Yeghegnadzor
No 1 school

03/19/2021

The staff including managing staff
was not wearing proper PPE.

Seasonal uniforms and PPE were provided to
the staff, as well as according to the foreman,
workers are regularly instructed on wearing
PPE in works.

Partially closed

8.

Yeghegnadzor
No 1 school

03/19/2021

The fittings with sharp edges were
protruded
from
the
concrete
foundation. All protruded fittings
should be cut or protected by
protection “caps”.

Cuttings of protruded fittings.

Closed
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9.

Yeghegnadzor
No 1 school

03/19/2021

Works on height were not
implemented during the visit,
nevertheless, proper back railed
scaffolding should be constructed.
The working surface of the
scaffolding should be provided with
1-meter-high handrails.

Installation of handrails on scaffolding.
During the site visit it was discussed with the
site foreman that scaffoldings installed
regarding safety need to be further improved.

Partially Closed

10.

Yerevan No
122 school

03/23/2021

The pool for concrete washout was
established, but some amount of
concrete washout discharge was
detected on the construction site.
Additional training of all the staff on
the clean working methods and
keeping the site clean from litter and
garbage, as well as the drivers on
proper discharge of concrete wash
out water needed.

Lining of temporary concrete washout pit. The
drivers were instructed according to foreman
on discharging liquid into the temporary pit.

Closed
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11.

Yerevan No
122 school

03/23/2021

It was observed that the camp
refuelling facility is not being
appropriately
managed.
The
secondary containment with 110% of
the capacity of the fuel tank should
be installed, the traces of oil leakage
ware mentioned. The area near the
refuelling facility should be covered
by a waterproof layer and sand, as
well as provided by fire-fighting
facilities.

31

Establishing secondary concrete capacity and
sand cover under fuel containers.

Closed
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12.

Ohanavan
secondary
school

03/23/2021

During the visit some of the trenches
and pits were open. All pits and
trenches should be fenced and closed
by a safety fence.

Implementation of safety warning tape around
the trenches.

Partially Closed

13.

Geghhovit No 2
school

03/19/2021

Safety fencing was missing around
the excavated foundation and pit.

Implementation of safety barriers and taping
around the foundation and open pit.

Closed
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14.

Yerevan No 95
school

06/02/2021

Safety fences were not implemented
around the open foundation.

Implementation of safety taping around the
foundation.

Closed

15.

Yerevan No 95
school

06/02/2021

The workers on work base were not
properly wearing PPE.

Wearing PPE during site corrective action
follow-up visit.

Partially closed

16.

Yerevan No 95
school

06/02/2021

Watering and dust suspension was
required on-site.

Implementation of water spraying on site.

Partially closed

17.

Yerevan No
122 school

07/15/2021

Dust emission from the site entrance
to the public road.

Washing/cleaning the public road at the
construction site entrance and gravel layer

Closed
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implementation.

18.

Yerevan No
122 school

07/15/2021

Trunks of trees were covered with
eearth material and stones.

34

Opening of trunks of trees from accumulated
earth material and stones.

Closed
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19.

Heratsi high
school

09/09/2021

The entrance to the construction site
was closed by fence, but the fencing
between “Heratsi” high school and
nearby college was removed, and the
entrance to construction site for
unauthorized persons was open.

Closed

Safety warning tape was implemented
between “Heratsi” high school administrative
boarder and nearby educational center, as the
construction of the main fence was envisaged
in September.
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20.

“Heratsi” high
school

09/09/2021

The trenches and pits were fenced by
a safety fence, but the elevator shaft,
leaf cells and wall openings was not
properly closed/fenced.

Closed

.

Safety barriers implementation on elevator
shaft, openings of facade, staircases
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21.

“Heratsi” high
school

09/09/2021

All workers, wearing proper PPE,
nevertheless, one of the workers cut
metal pipe without glasses and mask.

The site foreman was warned on providing
PPE to workers and instructing personal on
proper usage of them.

Partially closed

22.

“Heratsi” high
school

09/09/2021

The construction site was dirty:
domestic waste and construction
debris remains (wood, stones, and
pieces of concrete) were presented
on-site. The bins for garbage were
installed, but the quantity was not
enough. Additional training of all
staff on the clean working methods
and keeping the sites clean from litter
and garbage, as well as the drivers on
proper discharge of concrete wash
out water needed.

The site including inside the school buildings
was cleaned as of October 28 visits. Wastebins were present on-site.

Closed

23.

“Heratsi” high
school

09/09/2021

The trunks of trees in the school yard
are littered with construction and
unsuitable
materials.
The
construction and unsuitable materials
should be removed to the approved
proper area and trunks of trees should
be opened.

Opening of trunks of tree from generated
unsuitable materials.

Closed
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24.

Yerevan No 6
school

09/08/2021

The fittings with sharp edges were
protruded
from
the
concrete
basement and could cause falls or
injury to workers passing along the
route.

Cutting of protruded edges.

Closed

25.

Yeghegnadzor
No 1 school

09/08/2021

The fittings with sharp edges were
protruded
from
the
concrete
foundation. All protruded fittings
should be cut or protected by
protection "caps".

The sharp endings of fittings were cut and
new endings were not found during site visit.

Closed

26.

Yeghegnadzor
No 1 school

09/08/2021

Works on
implemented

Works on the height were not conducted and
safety measures on the scaffoldings were not

Partially closed

height
during

were not
the visit,
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nevertheless, the construction site
manager was reminded of the
necessity of the proper back railed
scaffolding. The working surface of
the scaffolding should be provided
with 1-meter-high handrails.

implemented, as of November 17. According
to the foreman, upon starting the works on
heights the safety measures on the
scaffoldings will be improved.

Fencing implementation in the areas where it
was absent.

27.

Geghhovit
secondary
school

09/08/2021

The construction site area was fenced
by a solid fence; nevertheless, some
part of it was absent.

28.

Geghhovit
secondary
school

09/08/2021

The pool for concrete washout was
not established, and some amount of
concrete washout discharge was
observed on the construction site.
Additional training of all the staff on
the clean working methods and
keeping the sites clean from litter and
garbage, as well as the drivers on
proper discharge of concrete washout
water needed.

Partially Closed

Implementation of temporary concrete
washout pit on-site. Improvement of plastic
liner will be done upon weather conditions
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allow.

29.

Yerevan No 18
school

09/08/2021

Some amount of unsuitable subsoil
was accumulated very close to the
nearby building. According to the
construction site manager the subsoil
will be removed till the end of the
day.

The sub-soil accumulated close to the
neighbouring building was removed.

Closed

30.

Ohanavan
secondary
school

09/08/2021

During the visit some of the trenches
and pits were open. All pits and
trenches should be fenced and closed
by a safety fence.

Implementation of safety warning taping on
the openings of the building. Nevertheless,
some open trenched on main building
basement envisaged to strengthen was not
fenced during the site visit. According to
foreman, the warning tapes are installed at the
end of working day.

Partially Closed
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31.

Ohanavan
secondary
school

09/08/2021

The entrance to the construction site
was closed by a metallic fence and
entrance for unauthorized persons
was prohibited. Nevertheless, the
plastic film stretched over the fence
was mainly damaged and should be
renewed.

32.

Ohanavan
secondary
school

09/08/2021

The elevator shaft, leaf cells, and
wall openings were not properly
closed or fenced.
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Implementation of new plastic film.

Closed

Closed
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33.

Ohanavan
secondary
school

09/08/2021

The construction site was messy; the
bins for garbage on the places where
construction works are implemented
were not installed.

Construction site was cleaned. However, the
site was not well organized.

Partially Closed

34.

Ohanavan
secondary
school

09/08/2021

Amount of concrete washout
discharge was observed on the
construction site; the pool for
concrete
washout
was
not
established.

Implementation of temporary pit on-site.
According to site foreman, the protective liner
will be implemented upon intensive
concreting works begin.

Partially Closed
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35.

Ohanavan
secondary
school

09/08/2021

The fittings with sharp edges were
protruded
from
the
concrete
foundation. All protruded fittings
should be cut or protected by
protection "caps”.

Cutting of sharp edges.

Closed

36.

Stepanavan No
3school

10/21/2021

The drainage trench in front of the
concrete batching plant was not
properly fenced.

Implementation of safety taping.

Closed
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37.

Ptghunq
secondary
school

10/21/2021

The entrance to the construction site
was not properly fenced and entrance
for unauthorized persons was not
prohibited.

Implementing of new plastic film at the
entrance of site.

Partially Closed

The site was generally cleaned from the litter.
Additionally, it was requested to place the
waste bins in the areas of active construction
works and instruct the workers to throw the
garbage into the bin.

Partially Closed

In close proximity from the
construction site, a private house is
situated. The solid fencing between
the construction site and private
houses area was not installed, which
leads to the entrance and appearance
on the construction site unauthorized
persons and kids. Kids' toys were
observed on the construction site
during the visit.
38.

Ptghunq
secondary
school

10/21/2021

The construction site was messy; the
bins for garbage on the places where
construction works are implemented
were not installed.
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39.

Ptghunq
secondary
school

10/21/2021

Amount of concrete washout
discharge was observed on the
construction site; the pool for
concrete
washout
was
not
established.

Closed

Temporary concrete washout pit and
protective liner was established. According to
the site foreman, the drivers will be instructed
on discharging liquid into the temporary pit.

40.

Ptghunq
secondary
school

10/21/2021

The fittings with sharp edges were
protruded
from
the
concrete
foundation. All protrude fittings
should be cut or protected by
protection "caps".

The fittings with sharp edges were cut and
were not observed on November 9 site visit.

Closed

41.

Ptghunq
secondary
school

10/21/2021

The construction site area was not
watered during the visit. The
contractor was requested to increase
watering frequency based on weather
condition to avoid the dust spread.

Because of weather condition, no need for site
watering was observed during November 9th
follow-up visit.

Partially Closed

42.

Ptghunq
secondary
school

10/21/2021

Works on height were not
implemented during the visit. The
contractor was reminded to use
proper back-railed scaffolding and
wear safety belts during works on
height.

Works on the height were not implemented
during the site visit.

Closed
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The scaffolding has not been mounted on-site
yet.
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43.

Gandzaqar
secondary
school

10/25/2021

Trunks of trees were littered by
construction waste.

Opening of the tree trunk.

Closed

44.

Gandzaqar
secondary
school

10/25/2021

Debris of asbestos roof slates
discovered during school building
dismantling activities should be
buried according to the guideline
provided.

Disposal and burying of asbestos waste in
Gandzaqar communal waste dumpsite.

Closed
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45.

Hovtashat
secondary
school

46.

Yerevan
122 school

47.

Yerevan No
122 school

No

12/01/2021

Safety fencing/barier was missing
around the foundation excavated onsite.

Implementation of warning tape around the
open pit.

Closed

12/06/2021

Protective measures on the staircase
and facade opening were missing.

Implementation of safety fencing on the
facade opening.

Closed

12/06/2021

Safety fencing was missing around
the newly built staircase.

Closed

Implementation of safety barriers around to
staircases.
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48.

Yerevan No
111 school

12/06/2021

Safety fencing was missing around
the foundation.

Implementation of safety tapping.

Closed

49.

“Heratsi” high
school

10/27/2021

The litter was generated within the
green zones of site.

Cleaning of green zones from litter.

Closed
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7.2

Waste disposal permissions/agreement

a)Yerevan No 6 and No 116 schools
Waste disposal agreement between “Gharabaghcyan” LLC and “Erebuni Maqrutyun” LLC on
disposing construction waste at municipal dumpsite located in Nubarashen district.
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b)Yerevan No 95 school
Waste disposal agreement between “Snart” LLC and “Erebuni Maqrutyun” LLC on
disposing construction waste at municipal dumpsite located in Nubarashen distrcit.
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7.3

COVID19 action plan.

Project activities

Potential Environmental
Impacts

Proposed mitigation measures

Measures to prevent
the spread of
coronavirus (COVID19) disease on the
construction site

Spread of coronavirus
(COVID-19) disease and
reduction of construction
activities due to the health
condition of employees.

-

-

-

-

Health and Safety Plan
A person responsible for COVID-19
preventive
measures
(hereinafter
referred as the responsible person) is
appointed.
Workforce on the construction site is
regularly informed/ trained on COVID19 prevention measures.
Ensure posters on COVID19 disease
and
basic
protective
on
the
construction site.
Bins with lids and labeling are
available on site for used face masks
and gloves.
Face masks, gloves and other
COVID19
personal
protective
equipment are provided to workers.
A register of employees having high
risk of developing coronavirus disease
(people with weak immune systems,
65 և older age, chronic diseases, etc.),
is availed on site.
Cleaning and disinfection of working
areas, tools, etc. are conducted in a
proper way and within reasonable
time.
Workshops/discussions and trainings
are conducted in the open air and
maintaining a social distance of 1.5-2
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Mitigation
measure
responsible
entities

Monitoring
action
responsible
entities

Construction
contractor

ATDF,
TSC

Indicative cost
of mitigation
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-

-

-

-

-

-

-

m with the involvement of the main
staff and the minimum number of
employees.
Alcohol-based disinfection liquids and
wipes are available on the construction
site.
Hand washing facilities- running water,
soaps with arm or foot (preferably)
control taps are available on site.
Temperature register is kept on site.
The temperature of each worker is
measured twice a day, one of which at
the time of employee entry to site.
The entry of workers with symptoms of
acute respiratory infections (fever,
cough, flu, shortness of breath) to the
construction site is controlled and
avoided.
All employees on the construction site
wear face masks, except for the cases
defined by No 29-N (11/09/2020) order
of the RoA Minister of Health.
Ensure an outdoor area for eating on
the site, with washing and sanitizing
measures, and maintaining of social
distancing.
Employee’s break is organized with a
limited number of people and
according
to
a
pre-planned
schedule/shift.
Ensure disinfection of hands and
working tools of construction workers
before entering the work area.
During the construction works, the joint
use or exchange of personal protective
equipment is excluded, and commonly
used tools are disinfected when
transferring from one employee to
another.
The monitoring checklist of Covid19
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preventive measures is filled and
submitted to ATDF.

Actions in
coronavirus
symptoms

case of
disease

Worsening of the infected
worker health state and
the potential of spreading
of coronavirus (COVID19) disease among the
workers.

-

-

-

Emergency Responsible Plan
Responsible
person
is Construction
immediately informed in case of contractor
light cough, fever (> 37.3oC) or
worsening of the worker’s feeling.
Ensure measures of revealing
contacted people and isolateing
them; calling the hotline (8003) of
the RoA Ministry of Health.
Ensure immediate disinfection of
the employee's work area, used
tools and PPE.
Ensure filling the emergency
report form and submitting to the
ATDF.
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7.4

Format of monitoring compliance and inspection report checklist

Project: A-11EN, Construction of Yerevan No 116 basic school
Implementing Agency:

Armenian Territorial Development Fund

Site of Inspection:

Yerevan, Malatia-Sebastia districts, Araratyan 2nd district

Scope of Inspection: Monitoring of Safeguards Implementation
Contractor:

“Gharabaghcyan-Shin” LLC_____________

Weather Condition:

No precipitation, no wind

Attendees: Name & Position:
Date:

L. Gevorgyan, Environmental safeguard specialist

July 19, 2021

Monitoring visit was carried out with the presence of Contractor’s representative:
Davit Hovhannisyan/ Foreman/ +374 99 010 960
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Design stage
Constructio
n Activity

Mitigation Measure (as
per PAR/EMP)

Preliminary
Assessment
Application
Report
(PARR)

Positive Conclusion of
Environmental State
Expertise (ESC) is
available

Dump sites

Permission for disposal of
waste available

Tree cutting

Permission on tree cutting
available

Mitigation Implemented

Responsible entity

Yes/PY/No/NA

Corrective Action Request
(CAR) including deadline for
effective CA.

Resolution Status of
previous CAR
(resolved/outstanding
actions required)

“NOM PROEKT”
LLC

Yes
ESC No: 000054, 23.07.2020

“GharabaghtsyanShin” LLC

Yes

“Mara & Dustrer”
LLC,

No
According landscaping design approved by
Yerevan Municipality, 21 trees are
envisaged to replant.

Yerevan
Municipality

CONSTRUCTION STAGE

WORK SITE: General

Environmental management: environmental team, health& safety, emergency, trainings, grievance redress mechanism

Constructio
n Activity

Mitigation Measure (as
per PAR/EMP)

Mitigation Implemented

Responsible

Yes/PY/No/NA

entity

Environmental team
All activities



1.

Person in charge of
environmental/ health

“Gharabaghtsyan-

Yes

Partially Yes
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Corrective Action Request
(CAR) including deadline for
effective CA.

Resolution Status of
previous CAR
(resolved/outstanding
actions required)
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&safety management is
appointed and is present
on-site

Davit Hovhannisyan – Construction
foreman

Shin” LLC

Management measures
All activities

2.

Any use of land outside
the school footprint
including camps and
parking sites is excluded

Yes

“GharabaghtsyanShin” LLC

All activities

3.

Tree cutting is
implemented in
accordance with
permission. Other trees
and vegetation are
properly protected

Yes

“GharabaghtsyanShin” LLC

Warning signs, fencing
and exclusion barriers
erected around all open
pits and work site areas

Yes

“GharabaghtsyanShin” LLC

Health& safety
All activities

4.
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Excavation
works

5.

Open pits are backfilled
within reasonable time.
Unnecessary open pits
are not detected

Yes

“GharabaghtsyanShin” LLC

All activities

6.

Access of strangers and
outsiders (especially
school children) is
excluded

Yes

“GharabaghtsyanShin” LLC

All activities

7.

Workers are provided with
and are using the uniform,
applicable
safety/protection
equipment for site
conditions

Yes

“GharabaghtsyanShin” LLC

Dismantling
of asbestoscontaining
material

8.

Workers dealing with
hazardous including
asbestos materials are
using the special
protective equipment and
follow the Guidelines on
ACM

N/A

“GharabaghtsyanShin” LLC

All activities

9.

Board with information on
project and implementing
agencies is installed

Yes

No hazardous waste generation is
anticipated.

“GharabaghtsyanShin” LLC
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All activities

10.

Sanitary-hygienic
conditions for workers are
provided: drinking and
washing water supply,
mealtime utilities, toilets,
rest time, etc.

Yes

“GharabaghtsyanShin” LLC

All activities

11.

First aid kit is available onsite and is accessible to
all workers.

Yes

“GharabaghtsyanShin” LLC

All activities

12.

Fire extinguisher available

Yes

“GharabaghtsyanShin” LLC
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All activities

13.

Dark time illumination is
available

Yes

“GharabaghtsyanShin” LLC

COVID19
preventive
activities

14.

A person in charge of
COVID19
preventive
measures
has
been
appointed

Yes

“GharabaghtsyanShin” LLC

COVID19
preventive
activities

15.

Awareness / training on
the spread of disease and
preventive measures is
carried out

Yes

COVID19
preventive
activities

16.

Closed
and
labelled
container for disposal of
used
masks,
gloves,
tissues is placed

Yes

“GharabaghtsyanShin” LLC

COVID19
preventive
activities

17.

Posters about COVID19
disease e site manager.
and preventive posted in
visible places of the
construction site

Yes

“GharabaghtsyanShin” LLC

COVID19
preventive
activities

18.

Cleaning and disinfection
of work areas, tools, and
personal
protective
equipment are organized

Yes

“GharabaghtsyanShin” LLC

Davit Hovhannisyan

“GharabaghtsyanShin” LLC

Once in a week according to the site
manager.
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in a timely manner
COVID19
preventive
activities

19.

Employee meetings and
discussions are held in the
open area and in a
manner of maintaining
social distance (1.5-2 m)

Yes

“GharabaghtsyanShin” LLC

COVID19
preventive
activities

20.

Containers
with
disinfecting alcohol based
liquid and napkins are
available on-site

Yes

“GharabaghtsyanShin” LLC

COVID19
preventive
activities

21.

Hand washing facilities:
running water, soaps with
controlling taps (if this is
not possible, disinfecting
liquid
is
immediately
provided)

Yes

“GharabaghtsyanShin” LLC

COVID19
preventive
activities

22.

The temperature of each
employee is measured
twice a day, one of which,
at the time of arriving to
work, and the temperature
is recorded in the register

Yes

“GharabaghtsyanShin” LLC

COVID19
preventive
activities

23.

Workers with symptoms of
acute
respiratory
infections (fever, cough,
flu, shortness of breath)
are not allowed to work or
enter site

Yes

“GharabaghtsyanShin” LLC
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COVID19
preventive
activities

24.

Workers are provided with
protective masks and
other necessary personal
protective equipment

Yes

“GharabaghtsyanShin” LLC

COVID19
preventive
activities

25.

Food intake area is
provided with water, hand
washing
soap
and
sanitation
liquid.
The
break is carried out by a
limited number of people
according to a preplanned schedule.

Yes

“GharabaghtsyanShin” LLC

COVID19
preventive
activities

26.

Worker’s hands and tools
are disinfected before
entering or leaving the
work area; any surface or
equipment in the work
area is disinfected before
starting work.

Yes

“GharabaghtsyanShin” LLC

COVID19
preventive
activities

27.

The joint use or exchange
of personal protective
equipment is excluded
during the construction
works; the tools used
jointly
are
disinfected
before transfer from one
employee to another.

Yes

“GharabaghtsyanShin” LLC

Yes

“Gharabaghtsyan-

Emergency Response Plan
All activities

28.

Person in charge on
emergency management
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Shin” LLC

is appointed and is
present on-site
All activities

29.

Copy of ERP and
emergency contact list are
available, updated and
posted in a visible place at
all work sites

Yes

“GharabaghtsyanShin” LLC

All activities

30.

Accident
maintained

PY

“GharabaghtsyanShin” LLC

COVID19
symptoms
activities

31.

COVID19
symptoms
activities

COVID19
symptoms
activities

report

No accident was recorded.

“GharabaghtsyanShin” LLC

In case of a slight cough,
fever (> 37.3oC) or
worsening of employee's
health
condition,
the
person in charge is
immediately informed

N/A

32.

Measures
have
been
taken to find out the
persons who had contact
with
the
infected
employee, to isolate them
and inform the hotline of
RA Ministry of Health by
calling 8003. Emergency
report is completed and
submitted to ATDF

N/A

“GharabaghtsyanShin” LLC

33.

Immediate disinfection of
infected person’s working
area, contact surfaces,
tools, equipment, PPE
(helmet, goggles, belt,
etc.)) is conducted

N/A

“GharabaghtsyanShin” LLC

No COVID19 related symptoms were
observed.
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Trainings and orientation courses
All activities

34.

Workers briefed on PAR/
EMP at time of starting
employment

Yes

ATDF

EMP provisions were introduced to the sitemanager and technical supervision
consultant by ATDF’s safeguards specialist
during site visit.

All activities

35.

Workers briefed on ERP
at
time
of
starting
employment

Yes

“Gharabaghtsyan
-Shin” LLC

All activities

36.

Workers
receive
introductory job- focused
safety trainings before
starting work; training
event
is
properly
registered
in
the
instructions’ book․

Yes

“Gharabaghtsyan
-Shin” LLC

Safety recoding book is registered.

Work site cleanliness
All activities

37.

The work site kept clean
from debris, garbage, etc.

Yes

“Gharabaghtsya
n-Shin” LLC

All activities

38.

Bins for garbage collection
are installed

Yes

“Gharabaghtsya
n-Shin” LLC
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Public communication and grievance redress mechanism: environmental issues
All activities

All activities

39.

40.

Meeting with APs on
construction activities,
environmental impacts
and mitigation measures
held

Yes

ATDF,

Two public consultations meetings were held
in the scope of environmental state
expertise.

“NOM PROEKT”
LLC,

Register of complaints
maintained,

PY

ATDF,

No complain was registered on-site.

“Gharabaghtsya
n-Shin” LLC

PY

ATDF

No notification, as works on infrastructures
which can result supply breaks have not
took place yet.

“Gharabaghtsya
n-Shin” LLC

Trucks are operating
using covers

Yes

“Gharabaghtsya
n-Shin” LLC

Construction sites watered

Yes

Complains observed
during the last visit
addressed
All activities

41.

School management and
people are notified on
inconveniences: water,
electricity breaks, etc.

Environmental parameters:
Earth works,
material
delivery,
removal of
generated
waste

42.

43.

Dust control
During visit no truck movement was
observed. Site-manager confirms that trucks
are covered while operating.
There was no need for watering at the time
of site visit, but site-manager told that
watering is done when it is necessary.

44.

Yerevan
Municipality

Equipment and haul
vehicles are fitted with
effective emission control
equipment

“Gharabaghtsya
n-Shin” LLC

Yes

“Gharabaghtsya
n-Shin” LLC

Yes

“Gharabaghtsya
n-Shin” LLC

Noise control
Operation of
machinery

45.

Construction noise levels
are acceptable at closest
sensitive receptor
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46.

Equipment fitted with
effective silencers

Yes

“Gharabaghtsya
n-Shin” LLC

47.

Activities are managed by
restricting operating hours

Yes

“Gharabaghtsya
n-Shin” LLC

Noisy activities are conducted till 6:00 PM.

Vibration control
Operation of
machinery

48.

Yes

“Gharabaghtsya
n-Shin” LLC

Spillages are managed
properly

Yes

“Gharabaghtsya
n-Shin” LLC

Managed by reducing time
exposed to vibration,
Runoff control:

All activities
using liquid
materials

49.

Earth works

50.

Sediment laden runoff is
prevented

Yes

“Gharabaghtsya
n-Shin” LLC

Earth works,
material
delivery,
removal of
existing
pavement,
asphalt
pavement

51.

Drains are kept open and
water bodies are not
blocked by sediment

N/A

“Gharabaghtsya
n-Shin” LLC

All activities
using
machinery

52.

Tires of trucks are cleaned
before leaving the school
footprint and entering the
roads

Yes

Earth works

53.

Excavated waste is either
hauled from work site or is
retained temporary on-site
in spoil dumps

PY

No spillages were observed.

No water body or drain system in the site
neighbourhood.

No need for tire cleaning as no trucks
movement was observed.

Excavation works have not started on-site
yet.

“Gharabaghtsya
n-Shin” LLC

“Gharabaghtsya
n-Shin” LLC

Construction waste management
Removal of
construction
waste

54.

Construction waste is
disposed of in approved
sites

“Gharabaghtsya
n-Shin” LLC

Yes
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Earth works, 55.
demolition of
structures,
dismantling
of utilities

Non-hazardous waste
(excavation material,
rocks, concrete and
metallic parts, etc.) is
managed in accordance
with EMP

Yes

“Gharabaghtsya
n-Shin” LLC

Dismantling
of structures

56.

Hazardous waste
(including asbestoscontaining waste) is
managed in accordance
with WMP

N/A

JV of “Europe”
and “Bideg”
LLCs

Use of
chemicals,
fuel,
lubricants,
etc. while all
activities

57.

Leakages and liquid
waste, contaminated soil
is managed in accordance
with WMP

Yes

“Gharabaghtsya
n-Shin” LLC

Use of
territory

58.

All permits and SMP for
the use of, dump sites are
available

Yes

“Gharabaghtsya
n-Shin” LLC

Use of
territory

59.

SMP for the site use is
available

Yes

“Gharabaghtsya
n-Shin” LLC

Use of

60.

The use of the site is in

Yes

“Gharabaghtsya

Hazardous waste is not anticipated,
including dismantling of asbestos containing
structures, such as roofs.

Dump sites
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territory

n-Shin” LLC

accordance with SMP

Site re-instatement and rehabilitation (including dump sites)
All activities

All activities
All activities

61.

62.
63.

All the waste and material
is removed from the site
The site is clean

N/A

All machinery is removed
from the site

N/A

Trees (shrubs and other
vegetation) are planted
and maintained

N/A

“Gharabaghtsya
n-Shin” LLC

Ongoing construction

“Gharabaghtsya
n-Shin” LLC

Ongoing construction

“Gharabaghtsya
n-Shin” LLC
School
directorate

Ongoing construction

Mitigation effective summary
Partly compliant

Non-compliant

Fully compliant
Totally

% to
applicable
items (56)

Totally

% to
applicable
items(56)

Totally

% to
applicable
items(56)

52

93

4

7

0

0
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7.5

Guideline on Asbestos waste management

Measures of safe collection and storage
a.

Evaluate and provide information on the amount or volume of asbestos waste (slates
and debris).

b.

In case of manually handling waste, ensure use of gloves, disposable clothing and
breathing masks: with P2 filter for maximum 2 hours of work, or particle filter
(equivalent to FFP2) or equivalent filter for longer work.

c.

Before collecting asbestos waste, in places practically possible ensure moisturizing.

d.

Disposal of asbestos wastes should be done by no or little damage and by placing in
thick (6 mm) polyethylene bags. The bag is tied or packed in such a way that it
becomes airless and appropriately marked.

Waste transportation
e.
f.

Ensure transportation of waste from the construction site to the dumpsite by trucks.
Ensure loading, transportation, unloading and burial activities by excluding the use of
staples and other sharp devices. When transporting waste, it is necessary to exclude
the possibility of waste losses on the road and environmental pollution.
g.
Ensure asbestos waste loading and unloading workers including transporting drivers
are instructed on keeping health and safety rules of work.
Waste burial
h.
i.

j.
k.

The location of disposal site - household waste dumpsite or polygons for unused
industrial waste - must be agreed in advance with the local government.
Asbestos wastes should be buried in a concreted well (manhole) including top
concrete layer. Asbestos wastes in the pit are filled in layers. The maximum level of
asbestos-containing waste in the pit should be below the planned level and pit
adjacent area at least 2 m.
Ensure permanent, visible and waterproof warning sign, to make it clear for future
where waste is stored.
After each work with the asbestos waste, the work equipment, including the workers'
protective masks and clothing, should be placed in bags, removed, and stored with
the asbestos waste in accordance with the procedure described above.
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